Warehouse Catalog

Your direct link to offshore manufacturers.

www.safetysourcinggroup.com
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

LIMITED WARRANTY
All SSG products are warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship. If you discover a defect please contact your supplier immediately for return/replacement instructions.

EXCLUSIONS
This warranty covers defects in manufacturing discovered while using the product as recommended by your company safety professional. The warranty does not cover loss or theft, nor does coverage extend to damage caused by misuse, abuse, modification or natural wear and tear.

STANDARDS
All SSG products are tested to meet or exceed applicable industry safety standards.

ORDERING
Orders may be mailed to the Safety Sourcing Group, 119 Upper Gore Rd, Webster, MA 01570-3227, emailed to sales@safetysourcinggroup.com, faxed to 508-425-6378 or phoned to 866-459-2506.

Orders received prior to 3PM will be shipped same day.

PAYMENT TERMS
Net 30 days from invoice with approved credit.

FREIGHT TERMS (Domestic warehouse only)
Single orders of $250. and greater will be freight paid by SSG. Contact your SSG sales rep for terms & conditions on direct import products.
  • All products combinable on a single order to get volume price discount

FOB POINT (Domestic warehouse only)
Warehouse – Martinsburg, WV
B1012

Light weight, all polycarbonate visitors eyewear.
- Eyewear for visitors or temporary workers.
- Fits over most prescription (RX) eyewear.
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Uncoated
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Silver mirror
  - Amber
- Available in:
  - 1/polybag – 10/box – 250/carton
- Made in China


B1101

Light weight, traditional shield protective eyewear.
- Very light and comfortable to wear.
- Length adjustable nylon temples.
- Frame colors.
  - Black
  - Blue
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Uncoated
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Silver mirror
  - Amber
  - Grey
- Available in:
  - 1/polybag – 10/box – 250/carton
- Made in China


All eyewear meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2010 +
B1106

Sports styling protective eyewear.
- Very light and comfortable to wear.
- Bayonet (straight) form fit temples with soft rubber ends.
- Comfortable, soft nasal insert.
- Frame colors include
  - Transparent blue (pictured)
  - Transparent red
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Amber
  - Grey
  - Silver mirror
  - IO Silver mirror
- Made in China

B1108

Traditional twin lens wrap-around eyewear.
- Nylon frame with flexible nasal bridge to wear.
- Adjustable length temples.
  - Curved to fit comfortably behind ears.
- Standard frame colors
  - Black
  - Blue
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available in most tints.
  - Clear
  - Amber
  - Grey
  - IO Silver mirror
  - Silver mirror
- Made in China

Competitive Cross-Reference: Arbill React,™ Crossfire Talon, Pyramex Rendevo, Honeywell Vapor

All eyewear meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2010 +
B1109 TAURUS

New TAURUS wrap-around sport protective eyewear.
• Very light and comfortable to wear.
• Low pressure bayonet temples with rubber temple ends.
• Frame colors;
  - Matte Black
  - Champagne
• Lens coatings;
  - Anti-scratch
  - Anti-fog coated
• Lens tints;
  - Clear - Amber
  - Gray - Brown flash mirror
  - Brown - IO silver mirror
  - Silver mirror - Gold mirror
• 1/polybag – 10/box – 250/carton
• Made in China

B1112

All polycarbonate protective eyewear.
• Light weight and comfortable to wear.
• Flexible, low pressure temples.
  - Rubber coated temples available
• Available in two sizes.
  - Standard - Small
• Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Uncoated (limited use) - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
• Available in all tints.
  - Clear - Amber
  - Grey - Blue mirror
  - IO Silver mirror - Silver mirror
• 1/polybag – 10/box – 250/carton.
• Made in China

Competitive Cross-Reference: 3M™ Virtua™, Bouton® Ricochet™, MCR Checklite®, Crossfire Wrap, JSP Element, Radians® Mirage RT™, Gateway Starlite, Pyramex Alair

All eyewear meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2010 +
Polycarbonate protective eyewear.
- Polycarbonate eyewear.
- Flexible, low pressure temples with soft rubberized temple ends.
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Uncoated (limited use) - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available in all tints.
  - Clear - Amber
  - Grey - Lt. Blue
  - Silver mirror - IO Silver mirror
- Made in China

Competitive Cross-Reference: 3M™ Virtua™ V4, Arbill Flare, Bouton® Ricochet™ II, MCR Bearcat, Pyramex Ztek, Radians Illusion™

---

Wrap-around protective eyewear.
- Light and comfortable to wear.
- Bayonet temples with rubber ends.
  - Low pressure
  - Comfortable
- Frame colors.
  - Black
  - Hunters Camouflage
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated (standard on camo)
- Available lens tints.
  - Clear - Amber
  - Gray - Brown
  - IO silver mirror - Blue mirror
  - Silver mirror - IR 3.0 & 5.0 (welders helpers shades)
- Made in China

Competitive Cross-Reference: Nemesis, Anser, Conqueror
**BM112 & BM113 READER**

*Light weight readers, all polycarbonate protective eyewear*
- Very light and comfortable to wear.
- Flexible, low pressure polycarbonate temples.
  - B1113 style has rubber temple ends for secure fit
- Available in two lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated (special order)
- Available in lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Grey
- Available in segmented bifocal lens.
  - +1.50; +2.00; +2.50
- Made in China


---

**B1115**

*Twin lens wrap-around eyewear.*
- All PC front with integral nose bridge.
- Curved form-fit temples fit comfortably behind ears.
  - Black nylon
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available in most lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Grey
  - Blue mirror
  - Gold mirror
  - Amber
  - IO Silver mirror
  - Silver mirror
  - Red Mirror
- Made in China

*Competitive Cross-Reference:* 3M™ CX, JSP Viseo, MCR Deuce®, Crossfire Viper, Honeywell A400

---

*All eyewear meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2010 +*
PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR

B1120

Full shield with brow and side protection
- All PC front with integral nose bridge.
- Curved form-fit temples fit comfortably behind ears.
  - Black nylon - Vented
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated - Anti-fog coated
- Available in all lens tints.
  - Clear - Amber
  - Grey - IO Silver mirror
  - Blue mirror - Silver mirror
  - Gold mirror - Red Mirror
- Made in China

Competitive Cross-Reference: 3M™ QX 3000, Honeywell A700

B1123

Full shield with brow and side protection
- Soft flexible nose bridge.
- Bayonet temples fit comfortably behind ears.
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated - Anti-fog coated
- Available in most lens tints.
  - Clear - Amber
  - Grey - IO Silver mirror
  - Blue mirror - Silver mirror
  - Gold mirror - Red Mirror
- Made in China

Competitive Cross-Reference: 3M™ KX, JSP Axia, Honeywell A800

All eyewear meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2010 +
PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR

B1140

High Style Sporty Safety Eyewear.

- Polycarbonate lenses, formed bayonet temples and integral bridge
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Frame colors available.
  - Hot Red
  - Bright Blue
- Available in all lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Grey
  - IO Silver mirror
  - Silver mirror
- Made in China


B1141

High Style Sporty Safety Eyewear.

- Meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2003 + high impact tests.
- Soft flexible nose bridge.
- Bayonet temples fit comfortably behind ears.
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available in Black frame.
- Available in most lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Grey
  - Silver mirror
  - Gold mirror
  - Amber
  - Blue mirror
  - IO Silver mirror
  - Red mirror
- Made in China

All eyewear meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2010 +
PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR

B5101 & B5103 Goggle

B5101 Economy Impact and B5103 Economy Splash Goggle
- Fits easily over most prescription (RX) glasses.
- PVC body with high impact polycarbonate lens.
  - B5101 offers direct air ventilation
  - B5103 offers indirect (covered) air ventilation
- Standard elastic headband.
- Available in multiple lens coatings.
  - Uncoated
  - Anti-scratch coated
  - Anti-fog coated
- Available in clear lenses.
- Made in China

COMPETITIVE CROSS-REFERENCE: 3M™ 482B & 484B, JSP SG30 & SG34, Pyramex G201 & G204, MCR 2220R & R2230R

B5106

5106 Impact & Dust Goggle
- Adjustable elastic headband.
- Rigid plastic body with flexible nasal area and soft foam face seal.
  - For Impact & dust protection, offers direct air ventilation
  - Not for use where splash hazards may exist
- Anti-fog coated lens.
- Available in basic lens tints.
  - Clear
  - Amber
  - Grey
- Made in China

COMPETITIVE CROSS-REFERENCE: Bouton® Galaxis, JSP Wildcat, UVEX Spoggle®

All eyewear meets requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2010 +
HEARING PROTECTION

FEP-01/O1C & FEP-03/03C Disposable

Disposable light weight, foam ear plugs for use in areas where worker is exposed to constant or high noise.

- NVLAP Certified NRR-32.
- Disposable, one-size-fits-all
- Soft non-irritating PU foam material for comfort and ease of use.
- Rejects buildup of dirt and moisture.
- FEP-01C and FEP-03C corded version
  - Secures plugs from falling into work processes if dislodged from wearer
- Uncorded 200pr. per dispenser box.
- Corded 100pr. per dispenser box.
- Made in Taiwan

Competitive Cross-Reference: FEP-01; 3M™ FX, Howard Leight® MAX Lite®, FEP-03; 3M™ TaperFit™, E-A-Rsoft™, 3M™ 1100, Howard Leight® Max®, Radians Resistors™ 32, DP1000, JSP H10

EP-09T/O9TC & DEP-09T/09TC Reusable

Reusable, light weight, ear plugs for use in areas where the worker is exposed to constant or high noise.

- NVLAP Certified NRR-26.
- 4 flanges for better seal and broader range of fit.
- Soft non-irritating TPR for comfort and ease of use.
- Can be easily cleaned and reused.
- DEP-09TC and EP-09TC corded version
  - Easily placed on neck when not in use
- Standard reusables (EP-09TC) are orange & black.
- Metal detectable (DEP-09TC) are orange & black.
- Both plugs and neck cord are detectable.
- 100pr. per dispenser box.
- Made in Taiwan


EB-09 Banded Ear Plug

Light weight, banded ear plug for use in areas where worker is exposed to intermittent or low noise.

- NVLAP Certified NRR-25 (under-the-chin).
- Also fits comfortably behind the head.
- For workers exposed to short-term noise levels.
  - Entering and leaving noisy work areas
- 1/polybag — 30/inner box — 300/carton
- Ear pods are replaceable
  - 5pr per package — 100pr/bag — 1000pr/carton
- Made in Taiwan


All hearing products comply with ANSI S3.19 – 1974 requirements.
F710 N95 Disposable Respirator

Used for protection where workers may be exposed to airborne particles and mists.

Examples: mining, construction, food processing, electronic mfg., cement plants, utilities, agriculture, for sweeping, grinding, sanding, bagging and most other dusty operations.

- Conforms to 42 CFR part 84, N95 class, NIOSH approved, TC-84A-4227.
- Meets CDC guidelines for TB exposure control standards.
- Inner layer is soft polypropylene (PP), resists moisture and traps fibers.
- Filter layer is high efficient melt blown material which traps oil-free dusts/mists.
- Low breathing resistance for improved wearer comfort.
- Adjustable Nose clip for a custom seal to individuals nasal profile.
- Soft foam nose seal and greater comfort to the wearer and assures good fit around nasal area.
- Available with synthetic rubber head straps (standard) or elastic cloth strap (both latex free).
- Compatible with most other PPE worn on the head or face.
- Packaged 20/box, 400/carton
- Made in Taiwan

Competitive Cross-Reference: 3M™ 8200/8210/8210Plus/8211, Moldex® 1512, Gerson® #081730, North® #7130, Gateway TRUEAIR™, Kimberly Clark® M10

F710V N95 Disposable Respirator

Used for protection where workers may be exposed to airborne particles and mists.

Examples: mining, construction, food processing, electronic mfg., cement plants, utilities, agriculture, for sweeping, grinding, sanding, bagging and most other dusty operations.

- Conforms to 42 CFR part 84, N95 class, NIOSH approved, TC-84A-4229.
- Meets CDC guidelines for TB exposure control standards.
- Inner layer is soft polypropylene (PP), resists moisture and traps fibers.
- Filter layer is high efficient melt blown material which traps oil-free dusts/mists.
- Low breathing resistance for improved wearer comfort.
- Exhalation valve reduces hot air buildup providing for extended use and extra wearer comfort.
- Adjustable Nose clip for a custom seal to individuals nasal profile.
- Soft foam nose piece for better seal and greater comfort to the wearer.
- Available with synthetic rubber head straps (standard) or elastic cloth strap (both latex free).
- Compatible with most other PPE worn on the head or face.
- Packaged 10/box, 200/carton
- Made in Taiwan

Competitive Cross-Reference: 3M™ 8210V/8211/8510, Moldex® 2300, Gerson® 081740, North® #7140, Gateway 80102V, Kimberly Clark® M20
**F710CV N95 Disposable Fume Respirator**

*Used for protection where workers may be exposed to airborne particles and mists. Additional protection offered for low concentrations of organic vapors, including light welding, torch cutting and metal pouring operations.*

*Examples: mining, construction, light welding, electronic mfg., utilities, agriculture*

- Conforms to 42 CFR part 84, N95 class, NIOSH approved, TC-84A-4230
- Inner layer is soft polypropylene (PP), resists moisture and traps fibers
- Filter layer is high efficient melt blown material which traps oil-free dusts/mists
- Activated charcoal layer for nuisance OV odor and light welding fume protection
- Low breathing resistance for improved wearer comfort
- Exhalation valve reduces hot air buildup providing for extended use and extra wearer comfort
- Adjustable Nose clip for a custom seal to individuals nasal profile
- Soft foam nose piece for better seal and greater comfort to the wearer
- Available with adjustable synthetic rubber head straps (standard) or elastic cloth strap (both latex free)
- Compatible with most other PPE worn on the head or face.
- Packaged 10/box, 200/carton
- Made in Taiwan

**Boot Scrubber**

- Steel Frame for durability.
- Black nylon bristles clean dirt from sides and bottom of shoes/boots before entering buildings.
- 18.75” x 6” footprint.
- Mounting screws & bilingual instructions included.
- Packaged 1/box, 6/carton.
- Made in China
WHISTLES, LANYARDS and UMBRELLA

Whistles

- RW-55 Black Plastic Whistle
- RW-209 Orange Horn Blast Whistle
- Packaged 25/polybag, 250/carton
- MOQ: 25
- Made in Taiwan

Lanyards

- RWL-B8 Wrist Lanyard, Black Nylon 8”
- RWL-B19 Neck Lanyard, Black Nylon 19”
- Packaged 25/polybag, 250/carton
- MOQ: 25
- Made in Taiwan

Heavy-duty 46” Umbrella

- Push button auto open & auto close.
- 190T Nylon fabric.
- Heavy-duty steel shaft.
- Colors:
  - Black
  - Navy Blue
  - Brown
- MOQ: 12
- Made in China
### Product Line Card

#### Eye and Face Protection:
- Plano Eyewear
- Impact & Splash Goggles
- Welding Goggles
- Face Shields & Headgear
  - Industrial
  - Medical

#### Traffic Safety:
- Cones & Delineators
- Vests & Jackets
- Barricade & Warning Tapes

#### Hearing Protection:
- Ear Plugs
  - Foam Disposable
  - TPR Reusable
  - Metal Detectable
  - Plug Dispensers
- Ear Muffs
  - Passive
  - Active

#### Clothing:
- Flame Retardant Clothing
- Ball Caps & Knit Hats
- High Visibility Outer Wear
  - 3 in 1 Jackets
  - Bomber Jackets
  - 2 & 3 piece suits
- Cold weather
  - Workout Wear
  - Under Wear
  - Outer Wear
  - Winter Liners
- Disposables
  - PP or Microporous
  - Coveralls, shirts, pants, aprons, bibs, etc.
  - Bouffants, Hairnets, Beard covers, Shoe covers

#### Respiratory Protection:
- Disposable Respirators
  (NIOSH approved)
- Nuisance Dust
- Surgical Masks

#### Signs:
- Parking
- Handicapped
- Traffic Signs (MUTCD)
- General

#### Miscellaneous:
- Boot Scrubbers
- Hazmat Boots
- Neck & Wrist Lanyards
- Umbrella’s
- Whistles
Today, sourcing has become an important management strategy to give companies a competitive edge.

At Safety Sourcing Group, we specialize in sourcing products from known, qualified Asian manufacturers to provide our clients with cost savings, margin growth and reduced risks from sourcing off shore.

Our business is improving your margins.

We understand product sourcing.

We want to be your partner for global sourcing, to manage the risks and to make the global market work for you.

Your direct link to offshore manufacturers.

www.safetysourcinggroup.com

+1 508 459 8911